VET STENT - Trachea®

Duality Vet Stent®

Patent Pending

Variable Size Design

PurLux® High Definition Finish

Clinical Support For Every Case
VET STENT - Trachea®

Features and Benefits

- **Duality Vet Stent® Variable Size Design**
  - Allows precise fit along the entire length of the trachea
  - Greatly enhances stent strength and durability
  - Reduces “guess work” in size selection

- **PurLux® High Definition Finish**
  - Based on a proprietary method that creates a cleaner and more homogeneous surface
  - Enhances biocompatibility and reduces tissue inflammatory response
  - Improves stent deliverability and durability by removing surface imperfections

- **Ergo Linear® Delivery System**
  - Shorter overall length enhances ergonomics during placement
  - Packaged straight to avoid “U” shaped memory in the delivery system

- **Available in 5 mm to 26 mm Diameter Sizes**

- **Infiniti Medical Consulting Service**
  - Complimentary assistance with case evaluation, stent selection, case management and technical support

Visit us at www.infinitimedical.com to learn more about product offerings, features and sizes